St Ives North School 2017 Stationery List

Students are required to come to school at the beginning of 2017 well prepared to start lessons. Each stationery item must be clearly labelled unless stated otherwise. Text books are to be ordered online at www.ljharper.com.au from January and will be delivered to school on Wednesday 1 February 2017. For those parents that would prefer to order over the phone, ring L.J Harper on 9521 8266. Stationery and Text book details are also shown on the schools website at: www.stivesnth-p.schools.nsw.edu.au

Kindergarten
Stationery items will be included with the text book order.

Year 1
Painting Shirt (adult t-shirt ideal)
6 x 21g Bostik glue sticks (no label)
Scissors – child safety
20 HB lead pencils (good quality, don’t label)
2 x Barrel sharpeners (good quality)
Packet of 24 coloured pencils (no label)
5 Rubbers (no label)
Twistable crayons (no label)
1 box large oil pastels (no label)
2 large boxes of tissues (no label)
1 large packet of baby wipes (no label)
1 black fine line pen – Artline
1 A4 red display folder – 20 pages
4 x whiteboard markers (no label)
1 clean old sock (use as whiteboard eraser)
1 pump hand sanitiser
2 plastic envelope folders (one for science)
1 A4 red display folder – 20 pages

Year 2
Pencil sharpener with canister
Eraser
Scissors – child safety
30cm wooden ruler
Packet of white board markers
Painting shirt (adult t-shirt ideal)
2 small pencil cases (20cm x 15cm)
12 textas
12 coloured pencils
4 Glue sticks
1 highlighter pen
1 clean old sock (use as a whiteboard eraser)
2 display folders
A4 lined exercise book–covered (homework)
Packet of wet wipes
2 large box of tissues
Green homework/Library folder from Year 1

Year 3 and Year 4
Small Student Diary A5 but not for Yr 3 GAT
2 boxes of HB Pencils
2 Barrel pencil sharpeners
2 Erasers
2 x 30 cm wooden ruler
Scissors
2 large cm wooden ruler (no label)
2 black 70 Artline permanent markers
Small pencil case for everyday use
Large pencil case for extra equipment
Calculator
Green homework/Library bag from Kindy
2 boxes tissues each semester
Paint shirt long sleeved
One Kent Set – (protractor, compass etc.in tin)
USB 8GB minimum to be left at school
1 red display folder
1 blue display folder
Packet of wet wipes per term

Years 3 GATS
(as well as above Year 3 & Year 4 list)
A4 folder with 2 rings (not lever arch)
Set of 4 folder dividers
Flat plastic hole punch to be stored in folder
Extra 2 green pens
Plastic homework pouch A4 size

PLEASE NOTE from list above are: display folders, blue & red pen are NOT needed.
Years 4 GATS
(as well as above Year 3 & Year 4 list)
A4 folder with 2 rings (not lever arch)
Set of 4 folder dividers
Flat plastic hole punch to be stored in folder
PLEASE NOTE Student diary NOT needed.

Year 5 and Year 6
1 box HB pencils labelled and kept at school
Barrel pencil sharpener
2 erasers
30 cm wooden ruler with mm marked
Scissors
2 glue sticks per term
Coloured pencils
Coloured textas
Large pencil case (for tote tray)
Small pencil case for daily use at desk
2 blue or black pens per term
1 green pen per term
2 red pens per term (please no click pens
with coloured combinations)
4 different coloured highlighters
2 black fine line markers (.4 & .6)
2 black 70 Artline permanent markers for art
Calculator
Library bag
2 boxes of tissues each semester
One Kent Set – (protractor, compass etc in tin)
(no cheap $2 shop please as they break)
3 different coloured display folders
A4 plastic document wallet for science
Packet of wet wipes

Laptops
Good quality earphones or earbuds for
laptops to be kept at school
USB 8GB minimum for backup
Protective bag or cover for laptop

Year 5 GATs only
(as well as above Year 5 & Year 6 list)
4 x 4B or 2B pencils for art
An extra A4 display folder for mentoring

Year 6 GATs only
(as well as above Year 5 & Year 6 list)
2 extra A4 display folder for mentoring
6 Plastic sheet folders

REMEMBER
Most items are to be clearly labelled.
Items such as glue sticks, pens, pencils and tissues may need to be purchased each term.
No liquid paper or correction tape.

Text Books will be delivered to school on Wednesday
1 February 2017.
Order online in January at:
www.ljharper.com.au
Click on
Book list Schools.
Alternatively, ring
L.J Harper to order by phone on 9521 8266